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VELAN 23-PR

 JSC «NOVATEK»Сlient -

 Description of the project  -
Description of the project - LNG Plant with a capacity of about 16.5 million
tons is being built directly at the South Tambeyskom �eld onshore at the  
Gulf of Ob. The modular principle of installation is used in construction, 
which signi�cantly reduces construction costs in the Arctic and optimizes
the project schedule. The production integrated includes three gas 
liquefaction production lines with a capacity of 5.5 million tons per year.

Requirements of the equipment:
- ability to work in subarctic climate;
- ambient temperature from -51°C to +38°C;
- wind speed 110km/h;
- snow cover from October to June. 

Speci�cations 
 Flood light VELAN23-PR (2ExdeIIBT4(T3), 1ExdsIIBT4(T3))

- ambient temperature range: -60°C to +40°C;
- climatic version: UHL1, ОМ1;
- degree of protection against external 
in�uences: IP65/IP67;
- rated supply voltage: 230V;
- rated power: from 70 to 1000W;
- power factor: cos φ 0.95;
- class of protection against electric. shock: I.

Integrated solution: VELAN 23-PR pole mounting with connection box

Design features 

Project - Yamal LNG

Speci�cations 
Lighting support OGK-10

- designed for installation of one or more console and �oor lamps;
- long service life;
- high corrosion resistance;
- modern design;
- ease of installation;
- low weight;
- production according to individual needs.

Design features 
- body material: sheet steel;
- weight: 165kg;
- height: 10 meters;
- diameter of the support �ange, A: 400 mm;
- the center distance of the holes, B: 300 mm;
- wind installation area: from I to VII;
- steel grade: 09G2S;
- cover: hot zinc.

Characteristics 

Explosion-proof Junction Box type KZP
1Ехе IIТ6(Т5/T4/T3) Gb, 2Exe IIT6(Т5/T4/T3) Gb, 2ExeIIT6(Т5/T4/T3), Ex tb IIIC T85°C...T200°C

- improved reliability anti-explosion with cover 
made from plastic;
- ambient temperature range: from -60°C 
to + 50°C;
- climatic version B1.

Design features
- a large number of standard sizes of boxes allows you to perform 
the optimal selection of equipments;
- using  of screw and spring terminals, cable glands of various types,
drainage devices, plugs, earthling rings and other equipment, allows to 
provide the required con�guration of the box to the customer.

- integrated design with the ballast, convenient  for Maintinace; 
- separate entry for lamp replacement for more convenient maintenance;
- �oodlights are vertically adjustable from +45° to -45°;
- by customer request the �ood light can be equipped with start control 
gear, or electronic start control gear only for metal halide lamps;
- use of electronic start control gear  allows instant restarting of hot 
sodium GAS-Discharge  lamps, that allows to use the lighting �xture  for 
emergency lighting;
- absence of starting currents, �icker-free light, stability of light 
characteristics;
- stable start-up and operation at temperatures up to -60°C.
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 YAMGAZ SNC, South Tambey LNG, TechnipFMCClient -

Description of the project -
Description of the object -VELAN fully, turnkey, completed all 3 production lines 
at  Yamal LNG Plant, gas shipment terminal, gas storage tanks – lighting and 
distribution equipment (lighting �xtures , �oodlights, junction boxes, control 
units ,plugs and  sockets, cable glands ), as well as integrated systems such as: 
�oodlight mast height of 25 meters, more than 200 lighting poles with 
�oodlights. 

Requirements of the equipment:
- wind region VII, the type of terrain A;
- icy area II;
- snow area V;
- absolute annual minimum -46°C;
- climate of the area 1V.

Speci�cations
Flood light VАТ51-PR (1ExdIIВT4/Т3)

- ambient temperature range: -60°C to +55°C;
- degree of protection against external 
in�uences: IP65;
- rated supply voltage: 220V AC +10%, 50Hz;
- rated power: 400; 1000 W;
- power factor: cos φ 0.92.

Integrated solution: VELAN23-PR, VAT51-PR on a mast with a lightning rod  

Design features 

Project - Yamal LNG

Speci�cations
Multi-faceted lighting mast

- structurally, the support consists of three sections: lower, middle and 
upper;
- the presence of a stationary crown;
- for maintenance of �oodlights there is a service area with a diameter 
of 3M, a ladder for lifting to the service area. On the stairs there are two 
areas for recreation.

Design features
- body material: sheet steel;
- thickness of steel: 6, 7, 8 mm;
- height: 25 meters;
- the diameter of the inscribed circle at 
the base: 1220 mm;
- the diameter of the inscribed circle in 
the upper section: 400 mm;
- wind installation area: from I to VII;
- steel grade: 09G2S;
- cover: hot zinc. 

- the angle of rotation of the �ood light is adjustable in the range of 360° 
horizontally, the angle of inclination from + 60° to -60° vertically;
- high-strength glass with a high degree of transparency is additionally 
protected by a grid;
- an elongated axis of the lamp, parabolic re�ector provides a focused 
light beam.
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Speci�cations
Lightning protector

Lightning rod intrinsically safe is designed to protect against direct lightning 
strikes of objects for various purposes, which in the course of its normal 
operation create explosive and �re-hazardous emissions in the protected 
volume.

Design features
- Category III lightning protection;
- height: 3 meters.

Speci�cations
Flood light VELAN23-PR (2ExdeIIBT4 (T3), 1ExdsIIBT4 (T3))

- ambient temperature range: -60°C to +40°C
- climatic version: UHL1, ОМ1
- degree of protection against external
in�uences: IP65/IP67
- rated supply voltage: 230V
- rated power: from 70 to 1000W
- power factor: cos φ 0.95
 class of protection against electric. current: I

Design features 
- integrated design with the ballast, convenient  for Maintinace; 
- separate entry for lamp replacement for more convenient maintenance;
- �oodlights are vertically adjustable from +45° to -45°;
- by customer request the �ood light can be equipped with start control 
gear, or electronic start control gear only for metal halide lamps;
- use of electronic start control gear  allows instant restarting of hot 
sodium GAS-Discharge  lamps, that allows to use the lighting �xture  for 
emergency lighting;
- absence of starting currents, �icker-free light, stability of light 
characteristics;
- stable start-up and operation at temperatures up to -60°C.
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 PJSC «SIBUR holding»Сlient -

Description of the project  -
the project involves the construction of a pyrolysis plant with a capacity 
of 1.5 million tons of ethylene, about 500 thousand tons of propylene and 
100 thousand tons of butane-butylene fraction (BBF) per year, plants for
the production of various grades of polyethylene and polypropylene with
a total capacity of 2 million tons per year. 
The project is aimed at the development of deep processing of signi�cant
volumes of by-products of oil and gas production in Western Siberia,
including associated petroleum gas, and import substitution of the most 
popular polymers on the Russian market.  
Zapsibneftekhim complex involves the use of the latest advanced 
technologies in the �eld of hydrocarbon processing and logistics, which 
will ensure the reliability, safety and efficiency of the investment project. 

Requirements of the equipment:
- the installation area is the city of Tobolsk;
- wind district – II;
- the thickness of the wall of ice – II;
- ambient temperature from -52°C to +40°C.

Speci�cations
Lighting �xture VELAN 06

- ambient temperature range: 
from -60°C to + 55°C;
- degree of protection against external 
in�uences:IP66;
- nominal supply voltage: 230V AC/DC +10%;
- nominal power: from 20 to 600 W;
- power factor: cos φ 0.95;
- color index Ra: >80.

Integrated solution: VELAN 06 on the lighting pole with control station 

Design features 

Project -  ZapSibNeftekhim 

- innovative technology ac-hv* allows refusing from the conventional driver, 
while number of electronic components is reduced by 90%, which improves
fail -safety by several times;
- 2.5 – 3 times lighter than existing analogues;
- structure from replaceable lighting   modules with power of 20, 30, 40, 50 
and 60 W;
- universality, eases of operation;
- each module works independently, no necessity to disassemble the whole 
lighting �xture in case of single module damage.  This module is only to be
replaced, which ensure continues lighting of facilities and areas.
- highly performance optical system;
- high strength and vibration resistance;
- instant switch even at -60°C;
- power cable can be routed with  dead-end or transit connection .
-  adjustment of lighting �xture slope   angle for "COBRA" version.
*ac-hv – retriever control system operation.
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Speci�cations 
Lighting pole OGS-10

- long service life;
- high corrosion resistance;
- modern design;
- ease of installation;
- low weight;
- production according to individual needs.

Design features
- body material: sheet steel;
- height: 10 meters + bracket: 2 meters;
- wind installation area: from I to VII;
- cover: hot zinc.

Speci�cations
Control unit (switch) for pole 21GN25-92

- the ability to implement almost any switching scheme;
- performance at temperatures up to - 60°C.

Design features
- ambient temperature range: 
from -60°C to + 50°C;
- degree of protection against external 
in�uences: IP66;
- nominal supply voltage: up to 690V;
- climatic performance and category 
of accommodation: V1.

Lighting pole 

Lighting �xture 
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 LLC "Gazprom pererabotka Blagoveshchensk»Сlient -

Description of the project -
The Amur gas processing plant Gazprom is being built in the far Eastern 
Federal district of Russia, the Svobodnensky district of the Amur region. 
It will become one of the largest gas processing plants in the world and 
the largest in Russia. The design capacity of the enterprise will be up to 
42 billion cubic meters per year. Part of the Amur gas processing plant
will also include the world's largest helium production to 60 million 
cubic meters a year. The total area of the Amur gas processing plant will be 
800 hectares. The territory where the Amur GPP will be located is allocated 
to the zone of priority development. 

Requirements of the equipment:
- equipment for climate zone I;
- not less than 7 points on seismic effects;
- wind pressure – II average wind speed – to the area at a speed of 2 m/sec;
- according to the weight of the snow cover – I district;
- the thickness of the wall of ice – to area IV;
- ambient temperature from -52°C to +40°C;
- average relative humidity 78%.

Speci�cations 
Flood light LED VELAN 05

- ambient temperature range: 
from -60°C to + 50°C;
- degree of protection against external 
in�uences:IP65;
- nominal supply voltage: 230V AC +10%;
- nominal power: from 200 to 500W;
- power factor: cos φ 0.95;
- class of protection against electric. shock: I;
- color index Ra: >85.

Integrated solution: VELAN 05 mounting on mast with lightning arrestor

Design features 

Project - Amurskiy GPP

Speci�cations 
Flood light mast included

- long service life;
- high corrosion resistance;
- ability to complete the mobile and static crown with lighting �xtures. 
On the "crown", depending on the design, there are 6, 8, 10 groups of 
connecting and through holes through 60°, 45°, 36°, respectively. These 
three versions provide the ability to assemble the "crown" brackets to 
meet a wide range of con�gurations; 
- modern design;
- ease of installation;
- low weight;
- complete with built-in winch;
- production according to individual needs.

Design features
- body material: sheet steel;
- height: 20 meters;
- wind installation area: from I to VII.

- lighting �xture is resistant to mechanical and vibration in�uences;
- completely new cooling system of the LED matrix on the basis of heat 
pipes, which provides efficient heat removal;
- bracket mounting   allows mounting the �ood light at different angles;
- instantaneous starting of lighting �xture and its obtaining of 
the speci�ed power, high indices of light intensity, lighting closeness to
natural, 
- absence of mercury in elements of lighting �xture provides simple and
environmental safe disposal of lighting �xture.
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Speci�cations 
Lightning protector

Lightning rod intrinsically safe is designed to protect against direct 
lightning strikes of objects for various purposes, which in the course of 
its normal operation create explosive and �re-hazardous emissions in 
the protected volume.

Design features
- operating conditions I -III wind area,U1;
- height: 9, 22, 26 meters.
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Lightning protector
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lighting devices

Lighing 
Mast

Winch
Control panel



General information  
 Repair lighting systems (hereinafter referred to as KRO), implemented on
the basis of our "VELAN" products  are intended to light explosion hazardous 
areas and external units according to explosion protection marking, as well 
as areas hazard  for ignition of combustible dust, hazardous industrial  
facilities I, II, III, IV  hazard classes, during the integrated repair work at 
the enterprises of the chemical, oil re�ning, gas and other industries, 
as well as the means of sea transport, inside and outside the premises. 
Functional characteristics allow using of KRO to solve a wide range of 
problems. KRO consists of products with the type of explosion protection 
1ExdIICT6 (T5/T4), its con�guration can include the following: control 
Panel type SHUS with power supply, extension cords, lighting �xture with 
installed portable handles or hanging hooks. 

Technical parameters
- explosion protection marking: 1ExdIICT6(T5/T4);
- type of climatic performance: UHL1;
- altitude above sea level: up to 2000 m;
- ambient temperature: -60°C to +50°C;
- relative humidity: 100% at + 350C;
- degree of protection against external in�uences: IP65, ІР66.
  
 

Design features
Stationary control panel type SHUS with built-in power supply

The control Panel is designed to provide power supply to the group of lighting �xture  with the following parameters: 230AC\
12DC; 230AC\24DC; 230AC\36DC.
The power supply consists of the following main units:
- enclosure  OEAA-VEL;
- built-in power supply: 230AC\12DC; 230AC\24DC; 230AC\36DC;
- connecting sockets and plugs  type SV-VELAN-R.

Integrated solution: control Cabinet SHUS, extension and lighting �xtures 

Repair lighting integrated KRO
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Design features
Explosion-proof extension cable on coil

Extension cords are designed to connect mobile equipment, portable lighting equipment, various electrical units, installations
and machines to each other to sources of electrical energy;
- connecting sockets and plugs  type SV-VELAN-R.
Extension cords consist of the following main components:
- frames;
- drum with built-in stationary outlets such as SV-VALAN-R;
- junction box VAD-RSP-D;
- cable with a mate (plug SV-VALAN-R at the end to connect to the power supply).
The connectors are switched on by inserting the plug into the socket and turning it 45° clockwise, which makes it possible to 
close the internal switch.             

Design features
Explosion-proof lamps VALAN 11, VALAN 35       

Developed standard solutions used in KRO lamps with portable arms or hanging hooks on the base of the �xtures type 
VELAN35 with light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and lamps VELAN11 for ground lamps E27. Lamps can be equipped with a piece 
of cable with a connecting plug at the end, the length of the cable is speci�ed when ordering.
Lamps are intended for General lighting of explosive zones according to requirements of "Rules of the device of 
electroinstallations" (PUE), Chapter 7.3 "Electroinstallations in explosive zones", the GOST 30852 series and other normative 
documents regulating application of electric equipment in explosive zones according to marking of explosion protection.
Lamps for KRO can consist of the following units:
- directly of the lamp;
- cable cut;
- connecting plug.    
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General information   
 Explosion-proof lighting integrated VOK is designed for lighting on
the place of construction, rescue and other types of work in different 
weather and under conditions of restricted visibility. Design simplicity 
allows installing VOK within   tight terms and in the place being convenient 
for work performance, where people work and special equipment is 
operated. Functional characteristics allow using VOK in explosion-proof 
areas.      

Technical parameters
- explosion protection marking: 2ExnRIIT6 X, 1ExsIIBT6 X, 1ExsII CT6 X, 
1Ex d e mb IIC T5 Gb X;
- degree of protection against external in�uences: IP66;
- supply voltage: 230 V AC/DC±10%; 
- standard power of modular luminaire: up to 500 W;
- color index Ra: >80;
- ambient temperature: -60°C to +50°C;
- power factor: cosφ>0,95; 
- PERFORMANCE: >90%.
 

VOK lighting complex

Integrated solution: VELAN 36, �xed on a support on a tripod

Design features
Lighting �xture VELAN 36

- innovative technology ac-hv* allows refusing from driver while number of electronic components is reduced by 90%, which 
improve fail-safety by several times;
- structure from replaceable lighting module with  power of 30W and 50W
- universality, operation ease;
- each module works independently, no necessity to disassemble the whole lighting �xture in case of single module damage.  
This module is only to be replaced, which ensure continues lighting of facilities and areas.;
- highly performance optical system;
- ingress protection IP66 ;
- high strength and vibration resistance;
- Instant switch even at -60°C.

Design features
Tripod support

Structurally, explosion-proof lighting integrated consists is an explosion-proof lighting �xture  VELAN 36 with power  up to 
1000W, �xed on  support on  tripod, which ensures good stability on any area . Winch is used to adjust the required height 
for lighting �xture.  
 



General information   
 Combined explosion-proof alarm station is designed for quick installation of
the equipment integrated designed for warning and alarm signaling in 
explosive hazardous areas and in coal and shale mining. 

Technical parameters
Technical characteristics depend on the equipment used to complete the 
signaling station.
 

Design features
Combined signalling station  VELAN-KVPS

- ready-to-use integrated of connected equipment, providing light and sound signals;
- large number of possible combinations of equipment, mounted on one frame.
Different equipment is mounted on one frame, connected to one electrical circuit, which provides light and sound signals 
from manual control or sensors (for example, gas contamination).

Integrated solution: light and sound equipment �xed on the frame

Combined signalling station  VELAN-KVPS
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General information    
  The complex system of explosion-proof barrage lights is designed for 
the construction of alarm lighting systems for high-rise structures that 
pose a threat to the safety of air transport, located in explosive zones in 
accordance with the marking of explosion protection and the requirements
of the "Rules of electrical installations" (PUE), Chapter 7.3 "Electrical
installations in explosive zones" and other regulations governing the use 
of electrical equipment in premises and outdoor installations.
System SVZO has the following features:
- manual control; 
- automatic input of a reserve power (ABP);
- separate feeder lines protected by an automatic switch for each alarm 
device;
- control of the circuit breaker with the ability to transmit a signal to an 
external controller.

 It is possible to develop a system based on products OF JSC "VELAN"
according to the requirements of the customer's project!!!
 

System obstruction light SVZO

Integrated solution: integrated obstruction light system for highest objects

Design features
System explosion proof obstruction light SVZO

SVZO, consists of (according to the number of the project):
- protective explosion-proof torch ;
- explosion-proof control Panel and alarm type SHUSA-VAL complete with 
mounting frame;
- mounting of explosion-proof terminal boxes;
- thermal protection screen designed for barrage lights installed on
the towers "Torches" to protect the signaling devices from direct exposure 
to a source of thermal radiation.

Speci�cations

A barrage of low intensity VSU
(example)

- explosion protection marking: 1ExdIICT6;
- degree of protection against external 
in�uences: IP65;
- ambient temperature: -60°C to +55°C;
- supply voltage: 24 to 230 V AC; 
- total maximum power consumption: no more
than 12 W.

Speci�cations
A barrage of medium intensity APU-M (example)

- explosion protection marking: 1Ex db IIC T6 Gb, Ex tb IIIC T850C;
- degree of protection against external in�uences: IP65;
- ambient temperature: -60°C to +55°C;
- supply voltage: 230 V AC; 
- total maximum power consumption: 80 watts.

Speci�cations
Control panel and alarm SHUSA-VEL

- explosion protection marking: 1ExdIICT6;
- degree of protection against external in�uences: IP65;
- ambient temperature: -60°C to +55°C.

 Obstruction lighting �xtures 
with low intensity

 Obstruction lighting �xtures 
with middle intensity

 Obstruction lighting �xtures 
with middle intensity

 Obstruction lighting �xtures 
with low intensity

 Control cabinet

 Power supply for 1 line
 Power supply for 2 line

 Fault signal
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Russia, Rostov-on-Don,
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